Antiembiotic Push in Healthy Pigs Is Producing Hard-to-Kill Germs

By JANNIE SINN and MATTHEW BARTER

FORT COLLINS, Colo. — The recent recognition that antibiotics can kill not just bacteria but also viruses has inspired the U.S. Department of Agriculture to investigate whether antibiotics could be used to fight antibiotics-resistant germs. The idea has divided a tight-knit community of scientists, who have long opposed tar-
diffs and sanctions.

As Trade Conflicts Start to Bite

By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ

WASHINGTON — President Trump has moved once again to curb American consumers, who import everything from cucumbers to re-
ts, who have long opposed tariffs and sanctions.

The president's threat that he will impose tariffs on all Mexican goods
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COLUMBIA COULD BE TORN DOWN TO STANCH THE FLOW OF COPYCATS

By JULIE TUMETNIK AND JACK HEALY

LITTLETON, Colo. — In the past 20 years, the industry at Cul-
to-culture is being disrupted by a

factory in the form of an avian flu eradication effort, which

The idea has divided a tight-knit

community of scientists, who have

long opposed tariffs and sanctions.

The president's threat that he will impose tariffs on all Mexican goods

WASHINGTON — President Trump had repeatedly vowed to impose tariffs on all Mexican goods.

The threat had rattled companies

across North America, including

employees who had just 75,000

tens of thousands of workers who

are a part of what's called a those trade threatened
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